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Mr Edwin Wellstood from Clifton Hampden, in what was then                  

Berkshire, attested with the Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Light      

Infantry on 7 December 1915 at  nearby Abingdon. He was originally     

posted with the 2nd Battalion from the Depot at Cowley Barracks in            

Oxford.  

Eventually, Private Wellstood was posted to the 6th Battalion in           

September 1916, fighting on the Somme until the end of the campaign in 

November. In January 1917, he returned to England probably owing to 

being wounded or becoming sick.  

He returned to the Western Front, but was this time posted to the  1/4 

Battalion in August 1917. He fought with the Battalion at Ypres, on Vimy 

Ridge and then travelled to Italy with them in time for the battles on the 

Piave River and the Asiago Plateau in 1918. 

Private Wellstood was part of the Battalion’s Headquarters Company and 

became involved with processing Austro-Hungarian prisoners who had 

surrendered between July and December 1918.  He recorded  the numbers 

of prisoners each day being taken by 48th Division, of which the                

1/4 Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry was a part.  

Private Wellstood seems to have played an active part in the surrender of 

the Austro-Hungarian soldiers, able to gather their personal photographs, 

postcards and other souvenirs. The images of the soldiers who have      

surrendered or were killed in action are being seen here for the first time 

in almost one hundred years. 

Two of the postcards in the possession of Private Edwin Wellstood, of Austro-Hungarian soldiers, obtained  in Italy in 1918.                                       

From the collection of Paul Otter 

One of the postcards in the 

possession of Private Edwin 

Wellstood, of an                 

Austro-Hungarian 

soldier, obtained  in 

Italy in 1918. From 

the collection of 

Paul Otter 

After the First World War, Edwin Wellstood was a carrier, picking up and delivering to 

Oxford and Abingdon. He may have delivered fish picked up from Culham railway station 

and  water cress from Ewelme. From the collection of Paul Otter 

Surrender of Austro-Hungarian units to the 48th Division in late 1918. From the Soldiers of 

Oxfordshire Museum Archive 
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